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Introduction 
Cantilevered overhead sign structures (COSS) experience cyclic loading due to 
stochastic loads such as natural wind gusts (NWG). Wind loading can produce large 
deflections in the cantilever and large-magnitude stresses can develop at the box-type 
connection between the cantilevered arm and mast where fatigue performance is a 
concern. Modifications to the sign structures pose further concerns as changes to the 
aerodynamic properties could have unintended consequences. A design consideration 
of COSS is serviceability of the sign through use of a steel grate walkway that workers 
can use for maintenance on the sign. The steel grate walkways on COSS are rarely 
used for maintenance, and thus are being removed by multiple state DOTs to prevent 
vandalism. However, the impact on COSS with the removal of the walkways is 
unknown.  

 

Project Description 
The aim of the research presented in this report is to characterize how the removal of 
walkway attachments affects the dynamic properties and aerodynamic shape of two-
chord COSS used in the Kansas Department of Transportation highway inventory. This 
was achieved by using both analytical and experimental techniques, specifically: 

Dimensional analysis of two-chord COSS – to capture a range of realistic design 
characteristics and to produce a diverse group of two-chord COSS for subsequent 
analytical modeling. 

Modal response definition – to characterize how two-chord COSS react under natural 
wind gusts and certain aeroelastic phenomena, such as vortex shedding  

Fundamental frequency calculation – to calculate changes in the dynamic response 
for COSS with and without the walkway attachment. 

Computation fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling – to characterize how the aerodynamic 
influence of the sign varies depending on the presence of the walkway, considered by 
computing pressures on the sign, observing how wind flows around the sign, and 
observing how eddies and vortices form and interact in the wake of the sign. 

Experimental verification – to validate results obtained from the CFD modeling 
through use of a wind tunnel at the University of Kansas. 

Example of a two-chord 

truss COSS 



Dynamic loading – to characterize how COSS respond to natural wind using loading data obtained from the 
CFD modeling. 

By using this approach, conclusions have been drawn regarding the influence of the walkway attachment on the 
fatigue performance of two-chord COSS. 
 

Project Results 
This report describes an investigation in which the dynamic and aerodynamic properties of COSS were studied, 
and the effect of the walkway presence on structural response was explored. Computer simulations of 32 
different COSS configurations were carried out to see the effect of the grate removal on the natural frequency 
and the mass of the overall structural system. Aerodynamic performance was considered through the use of 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and experimental testing, where wind pressure on the sign in both axial 
directions and effects of vortex shedding were examined.  
 
Findings include: 1) the walkway had a minimal effect on the system’s mass and natural frequencies, 2) the 
walkway had a minimal influence on the wind-induced force on the sign, 3) vortex shedding was not 
exacerbated with removal of a walkway attachment, and 4) walkway removal did not significantly change stress 
magnitudes at the connection between the cantilever and mast. Based on these findings, the removal of 
walkways from KDOT’s COSS was not found to be problematic.  
 

Project Information 
For information on this report, please contact Caroline Bennet, Ph.D., P.E.; The University of Kansas, 1530 W. 
15th St, Lawrence, KS 66045; 785-864-3235; crb@ku.edu. 
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Directions for Downloading the Full Report 

To download the full report, visit https://kdotapp.ksdot.org/kdotlib/kdotlib2.aspx and do the following: 

1. Enter K-TRAN: KU-18-3 in the search box. 

2. Click the Search button to the right of the search box. 

3. You may have to scroll to find the specific report. 

4. To download the report, click on the title of the report to open the PDF file and save it to  

your hard drive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, please email us at KDOT#Research.Library@ks.gov. 
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